
halakha that the 
High Priest takes four loaves is in a case 
is detained. When the start of a Festival occurs on a Sunday night 
and one of the priestly watches was forced to arrive before Shabbat 
to ensure that they would arrive in time for the Festival; or, alterna

watches was detained until the conclusion of Shabbat and only then 
departed, that priestly watch takes two loaves. halakha that the 

that is detained, and the shewbread in divided only between the 
watch that concludes its service that Shabbat and the watch that 
begins its service that Shabbat.  

is detained,  that detained watch takes two 
loaves, and the outgoing watch takes two loaves as payment for 

from eight that the High Priest 
must divide the loaves, and he takes four. If 
that is detained, it is from ten that he must divide the loaves and 
the High Priest 

If so, that even the middle statement of the 

watch that is detained, what is the meaning of the last clause in the 
Rabbi says: always takes 

the language of the . 

provided the High Priest with 
Elders  selected from the Elders of the 

would read before him the order of the service of 
the day And they would say to him: My Master, 
High Priest. Read the order of the service with your own mouth, 
as perhaps you forgot this reading or perhaps you did not learn 
to read. On Yom Kippur eve in the morning, the Elders stand him 
at the eastern gate of the courtyard and pass before him bulls and 
rams and sheep so that he will be familiar with the animals and 
grow , as these were the animals sacri

all the seven days that the High 
Priest was in the Parhedrin chamber, they would not withhold 
from him any food or drink that he desired. However, on Yom 
Kippur eve at nightfall, they would not allow him to eat a great 

and they did not allow him to 
sleep, as will be explained.  

in the mishna of the Elders questioning the 
High Priest as to whether he forgot this reading or perhaps did not 
learn to read. Granted, perhaps he forgot, that is , as it is con
ceivable that he is not accustomed to reading the Torah and might 

However, is it conceivable that perhaps 
the High Priest did not learn Do we appoint a High Priest 
of that sort 

But wasn’t it taught in a “And the priest 
who is greater than his brethren”  this teaches 
that he must be greater than his priestly brethren in strength, in 
beauty, in wisdom, and in wealth.  say: Wealth is not a 
prerequisite for selecting a High Priest, but from where is it derived 
that if he does not have property of his own that his brethren the 
priests elevate him and render him wealthy from their own prop

haggadol] 
than his brethren”; gaddelehu] from the property of 
his brethren. 
prerequisite for his selection.

The outgoing and incoming watches – : 
Priestly watches would rotate every week. Both the in-
coming and the outgoing watches were present in the 
Temple on Shabbat and divided the week’s shewbread. 
However, all the watches served together during Festivals, 
and therefore, on a Shabbat that occurred during or just 
before or after the Festival, the shewbread was divided 
among all the watches. If the Festival ended on Thursday, 
some of the watches would not return home immediately 
but remained in Jerusalem for Shabbat. These detained 
watches received two shewbread loaves. 

If there is a watch that is detained – 
: The early commentaries note that if the detained 

watches are taken into account, it is possible to explain the 
mishna according to Abaye’s understanding of the opinion 
of the Rabbis, and it would be unnecessary to resort to 
the forced explanation that appears in the Gemara. How-
ever, since the situation of a detained watch was so rare, 

Tosafot 
Yeshanim; Tosefot Ri HaLavan; Maharsha). 

And the priest who is greater than his brethren – 
: Some explain this  by citing the entire 

whose head the anointing oil has been poured” (Leviticus 

that of his fellow priests even before he was anointed 
( ). 

They provided him with Elders – : The Sages 
provide the High Priest with Elders who were members of 
the court, who read the order of the service of the day of 
Yom Kippur before him and teach him how to perform the 
service. They accustom him to read from the Torah, and on 
the eve of Yom Kippur they situate him in the courtyard 

with the service (Rambam 

Eating during the seven days – : -
ing the seven days of sequestering the High Priest eats to 
his heart’s desire; however, on Yom Kippur eve he limits his 
eating so that he will not fall asleep (Rambam 

: 
The High Priest must be greater than his fellow priests 
in strength, beauty, wisdom, and wealth. If he has no 
property of his own, his fellow priests elevate him and 
render him wealthy from their own property (Rambam 



Rav Yosef said: the  that lists 
the 

First Temple, where this halakha was observed and the High 
Here, the mishna is refer

ring to where this halakha was not observed, 

Bible was conceivable. As Rav Asi said: Marta, 
daughter of Baitos, brought a half-se’a of dinars in to King Yan-
nai for the fact that he appointed Yehoshua ben Gamla as High 
Priest. 

ignorant High Priest could have been appointed.

§ On Yom Kippur eve in the morn-
ing, 

 taught in the Even goats were brought before him. 
And the tanna of our mishna, what is the 

reason that that goats  were among the animals 

goats as atonement for sins, passing them before the High 
Priest will evoke transgressions and he will 

If so, a bull should be not be passed before him, 
as it too to atone for sin. 

 it is to atone for his sins 
and for the sins of  
his brethren the priests, if there is a person who has a sinful 

the High Priest would know about it and lead 
to the path of righteousness 
ing a bull before the High Priest will not render him distraught, as 
it will merely remind him of his responsibility toward his priestly 
brethren. On the other hand, with regard to the entire Jewish 
people, he does not know 
facilitate their repentance. Passing goats before the High Priest 
will evoke their sins as well as his inability to correct the situation, 
leaving him distraught. 

Apropos the High Priest being privy to the sinful behavior of his 
fellow priests, Ravina said that this explains the folk saying that 
people say: If the beloved son of your beloved 

dayyala],  see to it that 
not pass before him. Be wary of him because he knows your sins.

§ all the seven days that 
the High Priest was in the Parhedrin chamber, they would not 
withhold from him any food or drink that he desired. It was 
taught in a 
Kippur eve  to loosen 
his bowels,
Kippur.  
those foods, all the more so that you bring him to a state of 
arousal.  
prevent the High Priest from becoming impure, as they are liable 
to cause him to experience a seminal emission.

It was taught in a  that Sumakhos said in the name of 
Rabbi Meir: One does not feed him foods represented by the 

Alef, beit, yod; and some say that one does not feed him 
Alef, beit, beit, yod; and some 

say neither does one feed him white wine. 
alef, beit, yod means neither etrog beitzim], 

nor old yayin alef, beit, beit, yod 
means neither etrog beitzim basar], 

yayin]. And some say neither does one feed him 
a man to the impurity of 

a seminal emission.  

Goats – : The author of the Me’iri explains that this 
Gemara is alluding to belief in theological dualism, which was 
widespread in the talmudic era. Since the scapegoat was not 

Priest may have led thoughts of dualism to cross his mind, 
upsetting him. In the Jerusalem Talmud, the explanation of 
the fact that the goat did not pass before the High Priest is 

was identical to that which was performed on the bull, there 
was no need to review the procedure with regard to the goat. 

To loosen his bowels – : Some commentaries explain 

and creates little waste, so that he will not need to relieve 
himself often on Yom Kippur. 

A state of arousal – : In the Jerusalem Talmud the ques-

of the miracles in the Temple was that the High Priest never 
experienced a seminal emission on Yom Kippur. The answer 
there is that nevertheless, one may not rely on miracles, and 

-

performed in the First Temple. In the Second Temple, they 
were not worthy of miracles.

Policeman [dayyala] – : Possibly from the Greek , 
, meaning slave or servant, and is used with this mean-

ing elsewhere in the Gemara. Here, this word is used to refer 
to an attendant of the court, or a policeman. 

What a High Priest does not eat – : On 
the eve of Yom Kippur the High Priest was not fed foods that 
might lead to a seminal emission, such as eggs and warm milk. 
The Rambam rules in accordance with the opinion of Rabbi 

-
sion of the Gemara, and in accordance with the Jerusalem 
Talmud, in which there is no distinction between a High Priest 
and a  in the foods they avoided (Rambam 



Similarly, the Sages taught: 
that could render him a zav, the emission not to 
his being a to food,  or 
to all kinds of food, i.e., he may have eaten too much food, 
which could have caused the emission. 
in the name of Rabbi Yehuda ben Beteira: During the days 
that a  is examining himself to determine whether or not he 
is impure, one feeds him neither foods represented by the 

, gimmel, beit, yod, nor foods represented by the 
Gimmel, beit, mem,  nor any food items that might 

bring him to impurity 
, gimmel, beit, yod means neither ], 

gevina beitza], nor yayin]. And 
not gimmel, beit, mem means neither soup of pounded beans 
mei gerisin basar], nor small pickled in 

muryas].  

food items that 
might bring him to impurity; what does it come 
It comes food 
items bring a man to a state of impurity due to emission. And 

,  purslane,  eggs,  and arugula.  Apropos the arugula 
“And one of them went out into 

orot” ( taught in the 
name of Rabbi Meir with regard to the 
plant called  are these aru
gula plants orot? they me’irot] 
the eyes. Rav Huna said: With regard to -

it, he eats it, and if not, he passes it over his 
eyes, Rav Pappa said: Arugula is most 

on the border 
unadulterated by other plants. 

An emission that could render him a zav, one attributes the 
emission to food – : One does not become a 

 if he experiences an emission due to an external cause, as 
one’s impurity should not depend on a factor external to him. 
A potential  is examined to determine if the emission can be 
linked to his conduct, e.g., eating particular foods. If he overate, 
drank excessively, or ate food that leads to emission, he does 
not assume the status of a  (Rambam 

Neither , gimmel, beit, yod, nor gimmel, beit, mem – 
: In Tosafot Yeshanim

Why is a  not allowed to eat these foods during the week 
when he is trying to prevent an emission, but there is no such 
restriction imposed on a High Priest during his week of seques-
tering? The answer is that less precaution is necessary with 
regard to the High Priest, since he has not already displayed 
a tendency to experience emissions. In the Jerusalem Talmud, 
the ruling is that these restrictions apply equally to a  and 
to a High Priest. 

muryas] – : From the Latin 
muries or muria

Cress – :
common species is garden cress,  L., which is 
a fast-growing herb similar to watercress and mustard, sharing 

Garden cress

Purslane – :

in height.

Common purslane

A cluster of arugula leaves – : Arugula, a type of 
native mustard, , is an annual plant, which grows to 

Temple period, fruit of the arugula was used as a mustard substi-
tute. The plant grew wild abundantly on roadsides throughout 
Eretz Yisrael, although not in the Negev. The plant is referred 

Arugula

A zav should not eat eggs – : Some commentar-
ies explain that eggs are emphasized here more than the other 
foods because congealed raw egg white resembles semen, so 
that eating eggs might raise suspicions (Rav Shmuel Strashun).



Rav Giddel said that Rav said: A guest should neither eat eggs, 
because they lead to a seminal emission, nor sleep in a garment 
belonging to the homeowner,  his host, because if he experiences 
a seminal emission and it gets on the garment, he will be diminished 
in the estimation of his host. Apropos conduct of a guest, the 

When Rav would happen to come to Darshish  
 be married to me for the day 

when Rav
 be married to me for the day that 

But wasn’t it taught in a  that Rabbi Eliezer ben Ya’akov 
says: A man should not marry a woman in one state and go and 
marry another ,  lest a -
ranged between the child of this wife with the child of that wife 

lead to a brother 
marrying his sister or the 
whole world in its entirety with mamzerim  this 

 lewdness” (Leviticus 
say 

this kind would befall their children.

But didn’t Rava say: With regard to one who pro-
posed marriage to a woman  and she agreed, she is required to sit 

as perhaps due to the anticipatory desire she 
might not notice that she experienced menstrual bleeding and she 
is therefore impure. How, then, could these  marry a wom

would inform them by sending messengers before their arrival. 
amora sought to marry a 

days before marrying him. 

And if you wish, say instead that these Sages were not actually 
proposing marriage; rather, they proposed so that they could be in 

the women,  without consummating the relation
ship. Since the women knew that the marriage would not be con
summated, they did not experience anticipatory desire. 
similarity between one who has bread in his basket and one who 
does not have bread in his basket. One who does not have access 
to bread experiences hunger more acutely than one for whom bread 
is available and can eat whenever he chooses. Similarly, an unmar

desire, these Sages made certain that women would be designated 
for them. 

A guest should not…sleep in a garment belonging to a 
homeowner – : A guest should 
not sleep in his host’s garment lest he stain it with a seminal 
emission (

: A man should not wed a woman in one 

country, as the danger exists that their children will unwittingly 
come to marry each other. However, a prominent person whose 
children are therefore also known is permitted to do so (

One who proposed marriage to a woman – : If 

a woman, whether an adult or a minor, was proposed marriage 
and she agreed, she must wait seven days without menstrua-
tion before marrying, in accordance with the opinion of Rava 
(

Be in seclusion with the women – : Ac-
cording to the Rambam, a Torah scholar may marry a woman 
immediately after proposing, although they may not engage 
in relations until waiting seven clean days after marriage. That 
is because the Torah scholar is aware of the prohibition and 
will wait until the seven days have elapsed. The Ra’avad dis-
agrees, and the Beit Yosef added several restrictions to the leni-
ency of the Rambam (Rambam  
Bia 

Would happen to come to Darshish – : 
Some explain that the men in the locations mentioned 
would not take the obligation to marry seriously and would 
postpone getting married. Therefore, in order to serve as role 

-

). Others explain 
that since the residents of that town were cynics, quick to 
disparage others, the Sages arranged to be married so that 
the residents would not spread rumors about them. 

zima] – 
: This verse is cited as support due to the inter-

pretation of  as 
licentiousness, the identity and parentage of children was 
unclear (Tosefot Ri HaLavan). 



who read the 
order of the service of the day before the 

High Priest passed him to the Elders of the priesthood, and 
they took him up to the House of Avtinas. And they admin-
istered him an oath  and took leave of him and went on their 
way. When they administered this oath they said to him: My 

 you are 
. We administer an oath 

to you in the name of Him who housed His name in this 
House, that you even one 
we have said to you with regard to the burning of the incense 

oath, he would leave them him 
in sorrow that the oath was necessary. 

from sleeping. If he was would Torah. If  
he was not a scholar, would Torah before 
him. And if he was the Bible, he would 
read;  and if he was not, they would read the Bible before  
him. And what books would they read before him to pique his 

from 
Job, and 
Kevutal,  says: Many times I read before him from the book 
of Daniel. 

A  taught: 
High Priest to the House of Avtinas, 

where the incense was prepared, the method of 
taking handfuls  
skill. Rav Pappa 
was the Parhedrin was the Chamber of the 
House of Avtinas. One of them was in the north of the court
yard, and one was in the south. One was 
in the north, as we learned 

,  three in the north and 
three in the south.

in the south were the Chamber of the Salt, the 
Chamber of the Parva, and the Chamber of the Rinsers. 
Gemara explains the function performed in each chamber. 
Chamber of the Salt was where the priests would 

in storage of the Parva, the hides, 
was where they salted the that belonged to 
the priests, to prevent them from spoiling. And on the roof of 
that chamber was the Hall of Immersion for the High Priest 
for Yom was where they 
would animals, which were 
not taken up to the altar while dirty or with undigested food 
remaining in them. 
to the roof of the Chamber of the Parva. 

Administering an oath to the High Priest – : In 
the era of the Second Temple the High Priests were suspected 
of Sadducee tendencies. Therefore, they were forced to take 
an oath that they would not deviate from the accepted Yom 
Kippur procedure (Rambam 

He would teach and read – : The High Priest was not 
allowed to sleep the entire night of Yom Kippur. If he was a Torah 
scholar, he would teach, and if not, Torah scholars would teach 
him. If he was accustomed to read the Bible, he would read; 
otherwise, they would read to him from the Bible (Rambam Sefer 

Kevutal – : Possibly from the Latin Capitolium, a proper 
name from the root caput, meaning head. 

To teach him the method of taking handfuls – : 
The House of Avtinas was where the incense was prepared, and 
the High Priest had no actual function there. However, since that 
was where the incense was stored, he was taken there to learn 
the method of taking handfuls. As will be seen, this was one of 

). 

The chambers in the Israelite courtyard – 
: There were six chambers in the Israelite court-

 
the Chamber of the Parva, and the Chamber of the Rinsers. 

 
was the High Priest’s chamber, the Chamber of the Exile,  

and the Chamber of Hewn Stone. There were an addi-

daily by the High Priest (Rambam  



three chambers in the north of the courtyard were the Cham-
ber of the Wood, the Chamber and the Chamber 
of Hewn Stone.  With regard to the Chamber of the Wood, 
Rabbi Eliezer ben Ya’akov, who is the  of the  in 
tractate  in which this mishna appears, said: I forgot what 
purpose that chamber would serve. Abba Shaul 

chambers,  the Chamber 
of the Exile and the Chamber of Hewn Stone, and the roofs of all 
three of them were level. 
a roof. 

 the well excavated by 
those returning from for which the chamber was named, 
and the wheel with which water was drawn was positioned over 
it. And from there, they would supply water for use in the entire 
Temple the Chamber of 
Hewn Stone, there the great 
judged whether the priests in whom 

due to a blemish or lineage would 
in a display of sor

row and mourning and would emerge from the Temple and go 
on his way, And any 
priest  
white and wrap himself in white in a display of joy and would 
enter and serve with his fellow priests.

Priest in the north of the courtyard, and there is proof that he also 
had one chamber in the south of the courtyard, as we learned in 

Seven gates were in the Temple ,  three in 
the north and three in the south and one in the east. 
in the south were the was the Gate of 

;  third to it was the Gate of the Water. that 
was in the east was called the -
bers were there one to its right and 
one was Dresser, 
where the priestly vestments were stored, and one was the Cham-

, where the 

Priest.

that were in the north: the Gate of the 
Spark,  which was meaning it had a roof but 
was not completely closed on every side. And there was 
story built atop it, and there the honor guard of the Temple 
stood, with the priests guarding from above and the Levites 
from below. Inside of this gate was the rampart, and an opening 
led from the gate to the rampart. this gate was the Gate 

 Gate of the Hall of the Hearth. 

And it was taught in a perform 
s of his hands and feet 

on that day, was performed in 
area of the courtyard,  on the roof of the Hall of the 

Parva performed in 

on the roof of the Gate of the Water, and that gate was alongside 
Apparently, the High Priest had a chamber next to 

the Gate of the Water, which was in the south of the courtyard.

but we do not know 
whether the Parhedrin the north and the Cham-
ber of the House of Avtinas was in the south, or the Chamber 
of the House of Avtinas was in the north and the Parhedrin 

was in the south. And, however, it is reasonable to say 
that the Parhedrin and the High Priest 
slept there. 

The Chamber of Hewn Stone [gazit] – : Several 
suggestions were raised to explain the name of this chamber. 
Some commentaries explain that the chamber was construct-
ed of hewn and dressed stones. Although no iron tools were 
permitted in the Temple, it was permitted to chisel stones 
outside the Temple and use them in the Temple. The only 
exception was stones for the altars (Ritva). Others explain 
that this chamber was unique in that it was closed, and its 
name  is from a Hebrew root meaning cut. The chamber 
was cut in that it was separated from its surroundings ( ). 

and cut from the roster of active priests by the Sanhedrin that 
convened there (Ritva, citing ge’onim). 

The High Priest’s chamber was behind the two chambers – 
: Tosefot Ri HaLavan writes 

that there are two ways to understand the statement of Abba 
Shaul. One opinion is that he is completing the statement 
of Rabbi Eliezer ben Ya’akov. The other opinion (Rambam) 
is that it disagrees with the statement of Rabbi Eliezer ben 
Ya’akov ( ). 

: Some explain that the Gate of Fire was so called 

through it (Tosafot Yeshanim). Others claim that the name 

altar (

Immersions in the sacred area of the courtyard – 
: A detailed description of the High Priest’s Yom Kippur 

 
that the immersions took place in the sacred area. However, 

entered the Temple, so it did not require special regulations 
as immersions in the Temple did.

The Chamber of Hewn Stone – : The Chamber 
of Hewn Stone was the permanent seat of the Sanhedrin of 
seventy-one judges. One of the tasks of these judges was to 
examine the priests to determine that all those performing 

-
bam 

The courtyard gates – : There were seven gates 

side, three in the south adjacent to the western side, and 
one in the east opposite the Holy of Holies, in accordance 
with the mishnayot in tractate  (Rambam 

The Gate of the Spark – : The Gate of the Spark was 
one of the places where the priests and Levites stood guard 
in the Temple (Rambam 

Immersions of the High Priest on Yom Kippur – 
:

on Yom Kippur and sanctify his hands and feet ten times that 
day. These actions were performed when the High Priest 
changed from the gold garments to his white linen garments 
(Rambam 

Immersions in the sacred area of the courtyard – 
: All of the High Priest’s immersions were performed in 

the sacred area of the Temple as instructed by the Torah, with 

immersion of anyone entering the Temple courtyard and 
therefore did not have the special status of the immersions 
of Yom Kippur (Rambam 



What is the reason 
Priest arises early every morning of the seven days of sequestering and he 

a euphemism for defecating, and immerses alongside his 
chamber, which was in the south. And then he walks to the north of the 
courtyard to the second chamber, which is the Chamber of the House of 
Avtinas, and learns there the method of taking handfuls. And then he 

. Toward 
the evening they sprinkle upon him, and he then walks 
back to the south and immerses again alongside his chamber and rests in 
his chamber. 

As, if you say that the Chamber of Parhedrin was in the north, this would 
mean that the High Priest would be forced to exert himself and walk sig

he arises early, and he 
However, since it was taught in the  that the place 

of his immersion was in the south, he then walks to the south and im-
merses. And then he learns the method of taking handfuls. And then he 

 the entire day. Toward 
the evening they sprinkle upon him, and he then walks 
back to the south and immerses, and then to the 
north and rest. Do we impose upon him Rather, it is rea
sonable to say that the Par hedrin
was in the south, which would limit the distance that he needed to walk.

Why not 
contrary, we impose upon him even more, so 
will retire. 

ridding the High Priesthood of a Sadducee. 

Or, alternatively, 
High Priest, as it so that he 
Since he is occupied in performing his task, he does not have leisure to be 
impressed with his elevated status. As, if you do not say that it is an inten

let us establish both of the chambers 
of the High Priest alternatively, one chamber 
would be From the fact that neither of these alternatives 

there is no proof as to the location of either of the chambers of the High 
Priest.

§ said to him: My Master, High 
Priest. We are agents of the court, and you are our agent and the agent of 

Let us say that this is a -
tion of the opinion of Rav Huna, son of Rav Yehoshua, as Rav Huna, son 
of Rav Yehoshua, said: are the 
agents of .  
people but are agents representing God, as He commanded them to per

As, if you say they are our 
agents, 

unable to perform and our agents are able 
to perform? 

mishna in which the court Elders address the High Priest as their agent 

what they say to 
cautioning him that 

he cannot rationalize violating the oath by claiming that he took the oath 
based on his own interpretation. He is bound by the understanding of the 

Agents of the Merciful One – : 

a particular priest. Since the priest is an agent of 



§ he would leave them and 
 and they would leave him .  He 

due to the indignity 
him of being 
Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi said
of indiscretion  his body. 
be beyond reproach and they may have suspected him falsely. 

And why were the Elders so insistent that the 
he would 

not prepare the incense and light it outside  in the Sanctuary, be
fore entering the Holy of Holies, and bring the coal pan with the 
incense already burning on it into the Holy of Holies in the manner 
that  did. Since the High Priest is alone inside the 
Sanctuary and there is no way to ascertain whether he is in fact 
performing the service in the proper manner, the Elders insisted 
that he take an oath to perform it according to their instructions. 

in the  
a certain who was appointed as High Priest, who pre-

and then brought it into the Holy of 
Holies. Upon his that he had suc
ceeded.  of that Sadducee met him and said to him: My 

and you performed the service in 
accordance with our opinion, we fear the Pharisees and do not 

said to his 
All my days I have been troubled over this verse: “For  

I will appear in the  

 
the incense cloud is already there. I said: When will the opportu
nity according to the 

 that the opportunity 
available to me, will I

even a few days passed until he died and was 
laid out in the garbage dump, and 
nose  in punishment for his actions. And some say that he was 

as soon as he emerged from the Holy of Holies, as Rabbi 
 the Temple 

to remove him from there and they found the likeness of 

by an angel striking, as it is stated “And their 
feet were straight feet, and the sole of their feet was like the sole 

 

§ Rabbi Zekharya ben Kevutal 
 

of Daniel.   
before Rav Rabbi Zekharya bar Kefutal 
said, and Rav demonstrated with his hand  that the name should 
be pronounced Kevutal. 

Let him simply say it. 
Shema at that moment and could not 

interrupt Shema by speaking. 

And is interrupting in a manner of that sort, by 
gesturing, during Shema
Shmuel Shema should neither 

his mouth with 
his lips to convey a message, nor 
was taught in a  that 

Shema and makes allusions with his eyes, or 
opens and his mouth with his lips, or gestures with his 

 By signaling while reciting Shema he behaves con
temptuously toward God, and it is tantamount to not having recited 
Shema before Him. How, then, could Rav gesture while reading 
Shema

They would leave him and cry – : In 
the Jerusalem Talmud, the explanation is that the Elders 
cried due to the fact that the situation of the Jewish 
people had deteriorated to the point that even the High 
Priests were not above suspicion ( ). 

Prepare the incense and light it outside – : 
The author of the Me’iri writes that the problem with 
preparing incense outside is that it contains an element 
of idolatry, as the priest appeared to be serving one 
authority inside and another outside. 

And worms were coming out of his nose – 
: See Rashi, who explains why the worms 

explain that he was punished through his nose, which 
derived pleasure from the smell of the incense that was 

Tosafot Yeshanim; Ritva).

Like the sole of a calf’s foot – : In the Je-

angel have struck the High Priest when angels may not 
enter the Holy of Holies? The answer is that angels are 
barred from the Holy of Holies only when the service 
is performed properly. Otherwise, they are permitted 
to enter and punish the transgressor. In the Me’iri it is 
explained that the High Priest’s conduct in this case 
evoked the sin of the Golden Calf, which is why he was 
executed in that manner.

And Rav demonstrated with his hand – 
: Rav moved a tablet sitting on the table and 

pointed to the shape of the letter beit. Or, alternatively, 
he drew a beit in the air (Rabbi Elyakim). In the version 
of the incident related in the Jerusalem Talmud, the 
variations of the name were Keputar and Keputal.

And you did not call out to Me, O Jacob – 
: Some commentaries explain this verse 

as referring to the midrash that Jacob did not fall on 
Joseph’s neck and embrace him when he met him be-
cause he was reciting Shema 
Rashi there). One who gestures with his hands while 
reciting Shema acts contrary to the conduct of Jacob 
(Rabbi Elyakim; Maharsha). 

They would leave him and cry – : After 
the elders administered the oath to the High Priest, 
he would cry because they suspected him, and they 
would cry due to the concern that they suspected a 
guiltless man (Rambam 



prohibition to inter
Shema with a gesture applies in the course 

of reciting the of Shema, which is more fundamen
tal; that case where Rav gestured was in the course of reciting the 

of Shema
 

Apropos interruptions in the course of reciting Shema, the Gemara 
cites a  in which the Sages taught: 

teach them diligently unto your children, and you shall talk of them 
when you sit in your house, and when you walk by the way, and 

of reciting them, the study of Torah 
and the recitation of Shema

but not in the course of reciting the  prayer, 
which may not be interrupted for any kind of speech. Another in

And you shall talk of them is to empha
size that to interrupt Shema 
of Torah, but not to speak that may lead to levity. 

 says: Talk of them means one must render them, the 
words of Torah, a permanent and not render them a tem-
porary exercise. Rava said: One who engages in r  
without Torah or any particular purpose violates a positive com
mandment, as it is stated: And you shall talk of them; talk of them 
and not of other Furthermore, 
one even violates a negative commandment,  as it is stated: “All 

(Eccle

sought to sleep  at night, 
the young priests would snap the middle 

tzerada against the thumb before him, and they would say 
to him My Master, High Priest. Stand from your 
bed yourself and overcome your drows
iness. And they would engage him in various ways until the time 
would arrive to slaughter the 

What is the tzerada 
Rav Yehuda 

tzara da] one. is it? 
 is the rival of the thumb; 

Rav 
Huna demonstrated the loud noise that could be achieved by snap

the sound traveled throughout 
Rav’s study hall. 
High Priest awake. 

they said to him: My Master, High 
Priest. Stand from your bed and  yourself  
and overcome your drowsiness. that they said to 

.  
What is it Dem-
onstrate how to perform the ceremonial bowing [kidda].  

awake. 

Reciting Shema with the proper intent – 
: It is prohibited for one to interrupt his recitation 

Shema. One may neither gesture 
with one’s hands or eyes, even for the purpose of a mitzva 
( ), because it consigns secondary status to 
Shema. Some prohibit interruption even when reciting 
the second paragraph, unless it is for a mitzva (

Idle chatter – : It is inappropriate to engage 
in idle chatter; rather, it is preferable to converse in Torah 
matters. One should especially avoid idle chatter on Shab-
bat (
the Rema, and Yoreh De’a 

If the High Priest sought to sleep – : If the 
High Priest sought to sleep at night, the young priests 

-

Idle chatter violates a positive commandment…a negative 
commandment – : The Gemara does not 
mean that one actually violates a positive and negative com-
mandment by Torah law; it is merely seeking a biblical support 
for the severity of this behavior ( ). 

The rival of that one – : Most of the commentaries 
rely on the language of the Tosefta and on a practical under-

Tosefot Yom Tov). 

Chill yourself – : The Rambam and others interpret the term 

Once [ ]…introduce something new – : 

 in this context, as explained by the Sages in several places, 
is understood to mean unique, and this form of bowing is 
unique (Rav Shmuel Strashun).

Bowing [kidda] – : The Gemara in tractate explains 
that this type of bowing is performed with the individual’s face 

thumbs. This is a feat that few people can do, and the exertion 
involved was enough to rouse him from his drowsiness. 



And they would engage him 
ways until the time to slaughter the would arrive. 

taught: p  or a 
lyre,  which may not be played on a Festival, but would sing with 
their mouths. And what would they say? 

“Unless the Lord builds the house, its builders labor in 
vain on it; unless the Lord watches over the city, the watchman 

was that his service must be performed for the sake of Heaven for 

the prominent men of Jerusalem would 
not sleep the entire night but instead engaged in Torah study, so 
that the High Priest would hear the sound of noise in the city 
and sleep in the silence of the sleeping 
city. It was taught in a  that Abba Shaul
do so even in the outlying areas and stay awake all night -
knowledgment of the Temple; however, the result was that they 
would sin, as the men and women would participate in games 
together to pass the time, leading to transgression. 

Abaye said, and some say it was  who 
Interpret that statement as referring to , as Elijah 

the Prophet said to Rav Yehuda, brother of 
You have said Why 

Isn’t today Yom Kippur, and relations 
were had with several as the men and 

said to him: What did the Holy One, Blessed be He, say 
He said: 

Harp – : Harps and lyres were very prominent in antiquity. 
The image shows a statue of a harp player from the Cyclades, 

BCE.

Ancient depiction of harp player

Lyre – : The lyre is a stringed musical instrument closely 
related to the harp and known for its use in Greek classical 
antiquity. Lyre



“Sin lies in waiting at the door” 
And what did Satan the prosecutor 

say Elijah said to him: Satan, on Yom Kip-
.  From where is that idea de

Rami of the 
HaSatan is three hundred and 

: Heh  has a value of three hundred, 
 has a value of nine, and nun

and of the solar year, which is three hundred  
On the 

remaining day, Yom Kippur, he has no .  
Since that day is exalted above all others, there is no room for the 
accusations of Satan. 

Every day the priests would remove the 
ashes from the altar  and place them on 

the east side of the ramp 
to as there was no insistence on 
a precise time. And on Yom Kippur they would remove the ashes 
earlier, from midnight onward. And on the Festivals, the ashes 
were removed even earlier, at the end of 

 the rooster would not arrive on Festivals until the Temple 
who vowed to bring 

We learned in a mishna there, in tractate 
limbs from of

ferings altar  
they fell before midnight, these limbs remain sacred; the priest 
should return misuse of 

 property from them. 
the priest should not return 

one is not liable for property for deriving 
from them; they are considered like ashes. 

From where are derived that 
midnight determines the end of the burning period for limbs, 

Rav said: One 
verse says: 
upon the altar all night and he 
shall burn it,  
throughout the night. And one verse says: “
shall remove 
ashes may be removed throughout the night. How can these texts 

divide Half of 
it for burning the limbs, and half of it for removal of the ashes. 

Rav Kahana raised an 
Every day the priests would remove the ashes from the altar  at 
the  it or 

, and on the Festivals 
from the end of 

Satan on Yom Kippur has no license to prosecute – 
: According to Tanna 

the days that were fashioned, when as yet there was 
one of them” (Psalms 
together with the other days of the year because it is 
exalted above them all and transcends time. As a result, 
the standard principles of reward and punishment are 
not applicable on this day. 

He has no license to prosecute – : 
Commentaries explain that Satan cannot prosecute the 
Jewish people for sins committed on the day of Yom 
Kippur, but can accuse the Jewish people on Yom Kippur 
for sins committed during the year. 

All night and he shall burn it – : The 

that does not appear in the Torah? Apparently, in order 
to underscore the disparity between the verses and the 
lack of clarity with regard to the end of the time when 
the limbs are burned and the beginning of the time for 
removing the ashes, the Gemara condenses the matter 

Tosefot Ri HaLavan). 

Removal of the ashes from the altar – : Ac-
cording to Rashi and the Gemara’s discussion, apparently 
the issue at hand is the mitzva of removal of the ashes 
[ ]. This involved the daily removal of a 
small amount of ashes from the altar, an element of the 
Temple service. Others say that the reference here is to 
an additional removal of all the remaining ashes that col-

altar. These ashes were taken and deposited in a special 

to the preponderance of people in the Temple courtyard, 
it was performed earlier (Tosafot; Tosafot Yeshanim). 

The time of removing the ashes – : Every day at 
dawn, which is when the rooster crows according to Rambam, 
the ashes are removed from the altar. On the Festivals this is per-
formed during the middle four-hour watch of the night, and on 
Yom Kippur it is performed at midnight ( ; Rambam 

:

burned. Otherwise, the limbs are not restored to the altar. In a 

it is restored to the altar, but not if it fell after midnight. Bones 
that fell before midnight are subject to the prohibition of misuse 
of consecrated property; those that fell after midnight are not 
subject to that prohibition, and their legal status is as if they 
were burned, in accordance with the opinion of Rav Yosef (Kesef 
Mishne; Rambam 
and 



And if it enters your mind to say that the time for removal of the 
ashes is from midnight by Torah law, how do we perform it earlier 
and how do we perform it later than the time established by Torah 

source. From the fact that it is stated with regard to the burning of 
All night, don’t I know that it means until morning? And 

for what purpose, then, does the verse state: Until morning? 
Add another morning to the morning of the night. Arise 

how much earlier than dawn it is performed depends on the need.

the priests remove the ashes from the altar at 
the 
it, as on a typical day removing the ashes just before dawn is 
On Yom Kippur, when, due to the fact that he performs the entire 

there is an issue of the weakness of the High Priest, the 
ashes are removed earlier and we do so from midnight. And on the 
Festivals, when the Jewish people in Jerusalem are numerous and 
the are nu-
merous, the ashes are removed even earlier, and we do so from the 

that is taught in the 
the rooster would not arrive on Festivals 

until the Temple 

§  , translated above as the call of the rooster, 

What is the meaning of the phrase keriat hagever? Rav 
said: It is the the priest appointed for this task pro
claimed that it was time for the priests to report for service. Rabbi 
Sheila of the rooster,  which is also called . 

Rav happened to come where Rabbi Sheila was the most 
prominent local Torah scholar and Rav was not yet known. 
no disseminator  to stand before Rabbi Sheila to disseminate his 
lecture to the public. Rav stood before him to disseminate the lecture, 
in the course of which Rabbi Sheila mentioned  . Rav 
interpreted What is the mean
ing of keriat hagever? man. Rabbi Sheila said 
to him: And let the Master say it is Rav said 
to him, played for noblemen is 
but when played for weavers, they pleasure from it, due 

lack their sophistication, cannot appreciate it. 

When I is the 
meaning of keriat hagever? man, he did not 
say anything to me in response, and you, Rabbi Sheila, say to me: 
Say it is As soon as Rabbi Sheila heard that, he 
knew at once who had been disseminating his lecture. He said to him: 
Is the Master Rav? Let the Master rest and cease disseminating my 
lecture, as it is beneath your dignity to serve as my assistant. Rav said 
to him: People say 
his wool.  Once one agrees to perform a task, he should bear its less 
pleasing aspects and complete the job. Some say, this is what Rav 
said to him: One elevates to a higher level in 
one does not downgrade.  Since the task of interpreting was under

Rabbi Sheila – : Rabbi Sheila was among the 
Sages in Babylonia during the transitional generation 
between the tanna’im and amora’im. He was one of the 
earliest Sages in Babylonia who learned most of his To-

Rav spent a short time in Neharde’a, the city of 
Rabbi Sheila, but did not wish to establish a second 
yeshiva in the same location and therefore moved to 
Sura. Shmuel, who shared a relationship of mutual re-
spect with Rabbi Sheila, succeeded the latter after his 

-
ent leadership but was still referred to as the school 
of Rabbi Sheila.

Call of the man…call of the rooster – 
: Some commentaries understand this as a dis-

pute strictly with regard to interpretation, with no legal 

is earlier in the morning than that of the Temple crier, 
Me’iri). 

Although the matter is not settled here, proof is cited in 
the Jerusalem Talmud from the appellation of the ap-

gever. Clearly, that is not 
referring to the son of a rooster. Others cite proof from 
the mishna’s statement elsewhere that roosters were 
not bred in Jerusalem. Therefore, the gever in question 
must be a man (Rabbi Yehuda Bakhrakh). 

Disseminator – : It was customary in mishnaic 
and talmudic times for the Sage to sit in a chair and 
lecture in a moderate voice, usually in Hebrew. The 
disseminator [amora] would repeat the lecture louder 
and translate it into Aramaic so it could be understood 
by all. That is why the Sages of the Gemara are called 
amora’im, as they considered themselves primarily as 
disseminators and interpreters of the true Sages, the 
tanna’im.

If you hired yourself to him, comb his wool – 
: The ge’onim say that this aphorism is 

based on the actual case of a prominent individual 
who was forced to become a laborer. At one point 
he was given the unpleasant task of combing wool, 
causing him to sigh. When his employer heard him 

task, but the worker replied that once he was hired 
as a worker, he must be prepared to perform any task 

Wool combs

One elevates to a higher level in matters of sanc-
tity and one does not downgrade – 

: Some commentaries explain Rav’s statement 
as reluctance to change his opinion because it would 
involve a diminution from interpreting gever as man to 
interpreting it as rooster (Maharsha).



 was taught
the opinion of Rav, and a  
the opinion of Rabbi Sheila.  

 the opinion of Rav: What did 
Gevini  the Crier, who was an appointee in the Temple,  say in 

your platform, and Israelites to your 
so strong that it could be heard 

at a distance of three parasangs, slightly more than eight miles.

down the road and heard 
of three parasangs. And when the king 

 him, 
And even so, the voice of the High Priest was 

stronger and superior to his,  as the Master said: And there al-
ready was an incident where the High Priest recited, in his confes

 
that 

is ten parasangs. 

And not only was the distance greater in the case of the High Priest 
than in the case of Gevini the Crier, here, there is the issue of the 
weakness of the High Priest due to the fast and his obligation to 
perform the entire service, while there, there is no issue of the 
weakness of Gevini. And in addition, here it was during the day, 
when sound does not travel as well, that the High Priest recited 
his confession; and there it was during the night when Gevini 

 not heard during 
the day in the manner that it is during the night? due to the 
fact that the sound of the sphere of the sun traversing the sky 
generates noise like the noise generated by a

and that noise drowns out other sounds. And that saw-
dust that is visible during the day in the rays of the sun, la is its 

is what -
ants of the la” 
inhabitants of the earth are equivalent to specks of dust.

Apropos sounds, the Gemara cites that the Sages taught: Were it 
not for the sound of the sphere of the sun, the sound of the 
bustle of e  would be heard throughout the 
world; and were it not for the sound of the bustle of 
of Rome, the sound of the sun’s sphere would be heard through
out the world. And l  from 
the end of the world to its other end,  and
of the sphere of the sun, and the sound of the bustle of the 

 Rome, and the sound of the soul at the moment that 
it leaves the body, which should be audible throughout the world. 
And some say: Even the sound of a woman giving birth. 

Gevini – : From the Latin Gabinius; this was apparently 
the name of the crier.

The Temple crier – : One priest was given the 
job of ensuring that the Temple schedule was observed. At 

Arise, priests, to your service, and Levites to your platform, 
and Israel to your watch, at which point each person would 
rush to his respective task (Rambam 

The High Priest’s voice was superior – : 

had a voice powerful enough to reach Jericho, especially con-
sidering the fact that the High Priest was typically elderly? One 
explanation is that it was not the sound of the High Priest’s 
confession that was heard in Jericho; rather, it was the sound 

kingdom be blessed forever (Tosefot Yom Tov). Others add the 
strength of the High Priest’s voice to the list of miracles that 
occurred in the Temple (

The sound of…the sun, the sound of…Rome – 
: Most commentaries explain that the reference is 

not literally to the sound; rather, it is meant in a spiritual sense. 
Some explain that the Gemara is likening the sound of Rome, i.e., 
the authority of its rule that encompasses the entire world and 

the sun. Just as the sun, despite its power, disappears at night, 
Rome will also ultimately disappear (Maharsha). 

Three sounds travel – : The point is that these 
sounds represent three general forces that should be heard 
throughout the world; nature, kingdom, and death. The Mahar-
sha explains that it is impossible to ignore these three matters.

From the end of the world to its other end – 
:

end, because Jerusalem is both the start of the world, as the 
world was created from Zion, and thought to be the middle of 
the world geographically. Therefore, a matter that reaches the 
entire world is said to extend from one end of the world to the 
other ( ).



And some say: Ridya  as well. Ridya is the angel 
tasked with irrigating the earth, who calls to the heavens and to 

And 
y  so that the sound of the soul at the 

moment that it leaves the body would no longer be heard to that 
extent, and God eliminated it.  
understands   as the proclamation of the Temple 
crier, in support of the opinion of Rav.

A  was taught the opinion of Rabbi 
Sheila: With regard to one who sets out on the path at night 
before keriat hagever  and is killed by demons, his blood is on 
his own head, i.e., he is at fault. Rabbi Yoshiya says: 

until the rooster crows 
And some say: Until he crows three times. And with regard to 
what rooster did these Sages state 
to a rooster of medium size. Clearly, this  understands 

  as the crow of the rooster. 

§ Rav Yehuda said that Rav said: When the Jewish people as-
to Jerusalem for the pilgrimage Festivals -

ed, but when they bow during confession they are so that 
no one hears the confession of another. And due to the large 
crowd  Hall of the Ark 
Cover,  What is he saying 

Gemara explains that this is what he is saying: Even though the 
crowd is so large that the people 
Hall of the Ark Cover and people still, when 

that were performed in the Temple.  

As we learned 
-

as a pregnant woman craves various foods and occa
sionally that craving leads to miscarriage. 

.

and blood. And a seminal emission did not befall the High 
 in 

the omer or the two loaves, or in 
the shewbread. And the Jewish people 

n  ever harmed any
one in Jerusalem. And a 
no room for me to stay overnight in Jerusalem.

Ridya – : Tractate Ta’anit describes this angel as the 
one tasked with watering the earth. He appears in the im-
age of a bull positioned between heaven and the earth. The 
sound mentioned in the Gemara is that of a powerful rain. 
The ge’onim say that the sound is produced by the water in 
channels and swamps during certain months of the year. 

And the Sages asked for mercy – : The Mahar-
sha explains that the Sages occasionally commute a death 
sentence, thereby preventing the sound of death from being 
pervasive. Others explain that the Rabbis asked that people 
not be preoccupied with thoughts of death so that they 
could proceed with their daily lives.

Behind the Hall of the Ark Cover – : 
Although in general it is prohibited for Israelites to stand be-
tween the hall and the altar, they may have passed through 
the Chamber of the Knives to the area behind the Holy of 
Holies (Ritva). Rav Ya’akov Emden explains that the people 
who stood there were priests, who walked there directly. 

Miracles that were performed in the Temple – 
: Some commentaries explain these miracles as being 

less than supernatural. The people crowded together when 

-
age. It was due to their precautions that there were no dis-

emission due to his fear of God. Since Jerusalem was always 

And due to people’s love for each other there was never a 
lack of space for anyone to sleep (Rav Shem Tov ibn Shaprut).

:
of two days and one night and never spoiled during that 
time (Me’iri; Rabbeinu Yona). Similarly, limbs of the burnt-

they were completely consumed (Ritva and Rashi on tractate 
). Some commentaries explain this miracle to be that the 

disgusting (Me’iri). 

Times of the crow of the rooster – : 
Although roosters generally crow at set periods during the 

logical and hereditary factors. 

Scorpion – : Scorpions are widely distributed over all con-
tinents, except Antarctica, in a variety of terrestrial habitats. The 

extant families recognized to date. Although scorpion venom 

known to have venom capable of killing a human being. 
One species native to the Middle East is , 

the common yellow scorpion. This scorpion is venomous, but 
its toxicity varies markedly across its range. Common yellow scorpion



opened with miracles that occurred in the 
with miracles that occurred in Jerusalem. Appar

ently there were not actually ten miracles performed in the Temple. 
 other miracles in the Temple, as 

it was taught in a 
arrangement of wood on the altar, despite the fact that the altar stood 
in the courtyard, exposed to the elements. And with regard to the 
smoke of the arrangement,  
and and it rises directly 
heavenward. 

And are there no more But 
in a  in the city of Kalnevo: Shards 

of earthenware vessels were swallowed in the earth 

 when the period 

those vessels were miraculously swallowed in the earth where they 
were smashed. And similarly, of 

and the ashes of the inner altar, and the ashes of the 
which were not removed to the place of ashes outside 

the Temple like the ashes of the outer altar, were also swallowed  
in the earth Apparently, there were more than ten 
miracles in the Temple. 

mentioned that never 
occurred in the Temple, in the omer, the two loaves, or the shewbread, 

e  miracle. Eliminate two from the 
total these two 

If similar miracles are combined and considered as one, 
the swallowing of the earthenware, crops, feathers, and ashes are also 
two similar miracles that should be the result being 
that 

also another miracle, as Rabbi Yehoshua 
ben Levi said: A 
shewbread in the Temple, that the bread was as hot at its removal  

as it was at its arrangement, as 
it is stated: “To put out hot bread on the day it was taken away”  

And were there no more 
But didn’t Rabbi Levi say that this that we re
ceived of the Covenant is 
not included in the measurement of the Holy of Holies. Based on that 

Holies measured twenty cubits by twenty cubits (see 
a  states that there were ten cubits of space on either side of the 

Holy of Holies. And Rabbenai said that Shmuel said: through 
a that the that Solomon placed in the Holy of Holies 
would stand.  
of the chamber was the same, there was no room for the bodies of the 

 were per
formed outside the Sanctuary and were visible to all, but he does not 

 that were performed inside the Sanctuary and were 
If so, the shewbread is also a 

performed on the table inside the Sanctuary and is not visible 

 performed outside, as Reish Lakish said: What is the mean
ing of that on the pure table  before 

sis that the Torah places on the fact that the table was ritually pure, it 
can be learned  it could become 
impure as well. 

Smoke of the arrangement – :

Smoke of the arrangement

Through a miracle the cherubs would stand – 
: This refers to the cherubs which Solomon placed 

in the Holy of Holies in the First Temple. These cherubs 
were in addition to those that stood on top of the Ark.

Cherubs in the First Temple

: These are combined because 

an obvious miracle, but was merely a problem that was 
avoided. The swallowing of the shards and ashes, on the 
other hand, were obvious miracles. Therefore, they should 
be listed separately ( ). 

The pure table – : The table and the can-
delabrum are called pure by the Torah because they were 
always clean, in contrast to the altar, which was full of ashes. 
Lighting the candelabrum and placing the bread on the 
table did not cause a mess (Tosefot Ri HaLavan). 



It is a wooden vessel 
designated to rest  

Any wooden vessel designated to rest 
to ritual impurity, and it serves as a barrier 

before impurity, preventing its transmission. Rather, the fact that 
the table is described as pure that the priests t  in 
order to display the shewbread to the Festival pilgrims, and they 
say to them: See how beloved you are before the Omnipresent, 
as the bread is as hot at its removal 
the table, as it was at its arrangement, as it is stated: “To put out 
hot bread on the day it was taken away” 
the table was moved on occasion, it was not considered a wooden 
vessel designated to rest and was therefore susceptible to impurity. 
At the same time, it is clear that the miracle of the shewbread was 
a miracle performed outside the Sanctuary, as it was visible to all.

And are there no more miracles performed in 
But didn’t Rav Oshaya say: When Solomon built 

the Temple he planted all s  there, 
and these brought forth their fruit in their appointed season like 
other trees, and when the wind blew them the fruit would fall, as 
it is stated: “May his fruits rustle like Lebanon” 

preted as a reference to the Temple, which was built with cedar 
trees from Lebanon. And when the -
ary the golden tree withered, as it stated: “And the blossoms of 
Lebanon wither” And the Holy One, Blessed be 
He, will restore the in the future, as it 
is  
shout, the glory of Lebanon will be given to it” 
Apparently, there were additional miracles in the Temple. 

 -
ar-

rived at this 
are also not counted, since they too were 

§ in listing the miracles that even strong winds 
were unable to displace the smoke of the arrangement of wood. 

And did smoke rise from the arrangement of 
wood But wasn’t it taught in a 

 arrangement of 
above the wood like a lion;  and it was as 

as the light of the to the extent that it 
could be felt; it was powerful enough wood like 
dry wood; and it did not raise smoke. 

When we said that the smoke was not dis
placed, indicating that the wood produced smoke, that was in 

person, as it was taught in a 
“And  the 

altar” 
from the heavens, still there is a special mitzva
person.  
the miracle related to that smoke. 

? 
But wasn’t it taught in a Rabbi High 
Priest, said: I saw 
a dog not 
Here, where the 

First Temple; there, 

A wooden vessel designated to rest – : 

and never moved is not susceptible to impurity, even if it is 
small (Ra’avad; Kesef Mishne; Rambam 
Kelim 

: 

for the priests to kindle the wood on the altar daily with or-

They lift it – : The priests would show everyone 
that the heat was emanating from the bread despite the 
fact that it had been sitting on the table for a week (Ritva). 

Precious golden fruits – : Some commentar-
ies see this passage as a metaphor meaning that Solomon 

be studied for generations until they were lost during the 
destruction of the Temple. On the other hand, the Gemara 
could be alluding to the great wealth that Solomon accu-
mulated. Gold was so plentiful that people said it grew on 
trees (Rav Shem Tov ibn Shaprut).

Crouched like a lion – : Rashi writes that a coal 

Me’iri).



And was there 
heavens in 
What is the meaning of that with regard to the 

house; and I will 
ve’ekkaved], 

, we read it ve’ikkavda, heh
 that the word is missing the 

heh represents the numerological value of heh, 
phenomena between the First 
Temple and the , in that they were not in the Sec
ond Temple.  of the Covenant, and the 

upon it, that were on the Ark cover; 
the the Divine Spirit; and the 

Urim VeTummim. 
say Yes, there was 

heaven in the Second Temple; however, it did not assist in burning 

. 
Sages taught that 

that 
is 

objects like dry objects; 
that repels other  other 

does not
sumes dry items but does not dry liquids. 

Fire that is the 
fever of the that dehydrates the body but does not consume 

Fire that of 
Elijah the Prophet, 

the earth, and 

Fire that objects like dry objects of the 
arrangement of wood. 

other of the angel  
Gabriel.  

rescued Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, who had been cast 
inside. 

And there is other of the 

Holy One, Blessed be He, between the 
and burned them. 

§ And with regard to the smoke of the arrange-
ment, is it so that even if all the winds
blow it, they do not and it rises directly 

-
of , everyone looks 

to the smoke of the arrangement of wood; if the wind blew from 
the south and the smoke tends toward the north, the poor were 
glad and the homeowners were sad. it was a sign 
that the year’s rains would be plentiful, producing an abundant 
crop on the one hand, but on the other hand, the fruit would rot 
due to the humidity, rendering it impossible to store the abundant 

And if a northern wind caused the smoke to tend toward the south, 
the poor were sad and the homeowners were glad it 
was an indication that the year’s rains would be sparse. 
would be low, and it would be easy to store the fruit and sell it at 
a higher price. 

Five features that were absent in the Second Temple – 
: There are several texts that 

Temples. The general approach is that certain items, e.g., 
the anointing oil, were sequestered as early as King Jo-
siah’s reign in the First Temple period (Rosh; Ritva). The 

was manifest in the Temple; miracles performed during the 
First Temple era that were not integral to the functioning of 
the Temple are not included in the list (Tosafot Yeshanim). 

Fire that consumes wet objects like dry objects – 
: -

suming wet wood, the priests insisted on using only dry 
wood rather than rely on miracles (Tosefot Ri HaLavan). 



to the east, that was 

substantial crop, and at the same time, it would be possible to 
store the fruit, and everyone was glad. 
caused the smoke to tend to the west that was an indication 
that there would be a drought because eastern winds do not 
bring rain, and everyone was sad. Apparently, wind causes the 

swaying in the wind, but it did not disperse. 

said: 
to tend to the east everyone is glad; if an eastern wind caused 
the smoke to tend to the west everyone was sad. And the 
Gemara An eastern 
wind is always good; a western wind is always bad; a north-
ern wind is good for wheat when it has of 
its potential growth, and bad for olives when they are ripen-
ing; a southern wind is bad for wheat when it has 
one-third of its potential growth, and good for olives when 
they are ripening. 

And Rav Yosef said, and some say it was Mar Zutra who said 
for which is good for wheat and which 

for olives is that in the Temple the table was in the north and 
 the south of the Sanctuary. Bread 

made out of wheat was placed on the table, and oil made out 

from this side, the north, component, wheat; 
and the wind coming from this side, the south, its 
own 

opinion that 
a wind from the east is good is for us, in Babylonia. Babylonia 
is a land whose water is plentiful, and a dry east wind will not 
harm the crop at all. opinion that a wind from the east is 
harmful is for them, 
is sparse, and the dry east wind will dry the land and ruin the 
crops. 


